This grid of letters conceals words lying across or down, similar to a Crossword puzzle.
The words to find are listed below the grid with their # of letters - cross them off once you’ve entered them.
The circled cells - from the top, left to right - spell out this puzzle’s answer.

Retro Cross #44
Solution: 7 letters
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(3) ABS EMT REA CPAS ODES AYES CARBS FLOWS PALAU U-BOLT SOLARIS

AGO ETC RUB DOTE PONG ABYES CRATE IDEAL POLIO BISHOPS CABARET STROPHE

ARM HAG SAP SKYE AFLAC CREAM JASON POP-UP STROPHCA

BEN HAG SAP SKYE AFLAC CREAM JASON POP-UP STROPHCA

CTS IMA TBA SPAR AGAVE ELATE REEVE JUMPERS

DAP OLE TBA STAB ARISE EMAIL JUMPERS

ELS PDA MEWS SUES FLIRT NAPPIES NAPPIES
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(4) ABEL AFRO IMAC NTSC BUTTE ORATE

ABEL AFRO IMAC NTSC BUTTE ORATE

CPAS DOTE PONG ABYES CRATS CREAM DEERE ELATE EMAIL FLIRT

ODES PONG ABYES CRATS CREAM DEERE ELATE EMAIL FLIRT

ROOMS R O O M S

(5) ABIDE AMPS BUTTE ORATE

ABIDE AMPS BUTTE ORATE

(7) BISHOPS CABARET CASINGS JUMPERS

(9) LION TALER MILES CITY

(13) CROCODILE ROCK WATERSHIP DOWN

Retro Cross #44                 Solution: 7 letters